The problem of finding a (functorial) concurrent realization of a reactive system by means of a labelled safe Petri net is studied.
Introduction
This paper accepts this as a starting point that a reactive system is faithfully represented as a transition system, and that any two such strongly bisimilar representations are indistinguishable.
We address the problem of finding a maximally concurrent realization of a given reactive system. This paper is intended to provide a description of a novel and simple way to achieve such a maximally concurrent realization. Our attention is devoted to achieve it in a functorial way. As such the paper concentrates more on the methodology than on technical results. Only those necessary to accomplish the presentation are presented here, and we rely heavily on more technical papers [10, 3] .
Several ideas believed to be novel are put forward in this paper.
Firstly, the concurrent realization of a given behaviour is sought in the category of labelled Petri nets. Originally, the problem of synthesis, [5] , see [1] for an in-depth discussion, was to find a Petri net the events of which would be the actions of the synthesized transition system. It turns out that simple classes of nets, viz.: safe nets, with labelling, can cope with modelling behaviours which are not tractable by means of the most general classes of unlabelled nets, cf. [4] .
Secondly, we show that thus generalized synthesis problem can be solved for the class of concurrent behaviours represented by Morin's concrete asynchronous systems, see [10] . Our synthesis procedure is parametric. One of the parameters being a synthesis procedure for sequential systems. Then, the solution can be shown to be functorial if this procedure is functorial. And indeed, in [3] the authors have shown that one obtains such a functorial procedure if a labelled state machine is associated with a transition system. Finally, we suggest how the general problem of finding a realization of a reactive behaviour can be approached on the level of asynchronous systems in a systematic way. For that purpose, we argue, zig-zag morphisms are needed.
Some elementary category theoretical notions are used throughout.
Realization of concrete asynchronous systems
In this section the crucial definitions of asynchronous systems and labelled safe Petri nets are recalled, together with some recent refinements and results.
Preliminaries
Asynchronous systems were introduced in the 80's by Shields and one of the authors, see [12, 2] . The idea was to generalize the notion of transition system introduced by Keller, cf. [7] , as a useful mathematical model to describe program and process behaviour.
A transition system S is a quadruple S = S,ŝ, Σ, T where S is a set of states, withŝ ∈ S an initial state of S, Σ is a set of actions, also called the alphabet of S, and T ⊆ S × Σ × S is a transition relation.
We let p, q, etc., to range over states, while τ , σ and so on range over actions. Notation p τ −→q is used to indicate a τ -step in S, i.e., p, τ, q ∈ T ; while p τ −→ and p− / τ −→ are used to indicate that either p τ −→q for some q or for none, respectively. Notation like Σ S , etc., may be used to refer to a component of S.
Transition system S is deterministic whenever its transition relation is a graph of a partial function, i.e., whenever p τ −→q and p τ −→r implies q = r.
Given a transition system S, one inductively defines the set R S of reachable states of S by lettingŝ ∈ R S , and q ∈ R S whenever p ∈ R S and p σ −→q in S. Then, S is reachable whenever R S = S S , i.e., all states of S are reachable.
Only finite transition systems are considered.
Transition systems form a category when equipped with a suitable notion of morphism. In this paper a number of such notions is investigated, but the basic one is the following. Given transition systems S and S ′ their morphism f is a pair f = f S , f Σ where f S : S → S ′ is a function which preserves the initial states, i.e., f S (ŝ) =ŝ ′ , while f Σ : Σ ⇀ Σ ′ is a partial function. Together, the components of f preserve transition relation in the following sense.
Composition of morphisms is defined componentwise. Identity morphism are pairs of identity functions.
Classes of deterministic and/or reachable transition systems define important subcategories. There is also an evident functor that given a transition system S returns its reachable subsystem reach(S) = R S ,ŝ S , Σ S , T , where T is a restriction of T S to the new set of states.
An asynchronous system A is a pair A = S, where S is a deterministic transition system, and ⊆ Σ S × Σ S is an irreflexive and symmetric binary relation of independence defined on the alphabet of S. The transition system underlying the asynchronous system should satisfy the following swap property with respect to the independence relation.
• swap: p 
−→r
The swap property formalizes the idea that concurrent execution of actions can be represented by independency of the actions. As a result, Mazurkiewicz traces qualify as computations of asynchronous systems, cf. [2] .
Asynchronous systems form a category. Given asynchronous systems A and A ′ their morphism f : A → A ′ is a morphism of the underlying transition systems such that f Σ preserves independency in the following sense.
Clearly, any restriction of the independency relation of an asynchronous system preserves the validity of the swap condition. Intuitively, the larger the independency, the more concurrent is the system. Consequently, asynchronous systems with empty independency relation may well be called sequential systems.
There is a forgetful functor that maps an asynchronous system to its underlying transition system. But a transition system is easily extended (functorially) to an asynchronous system with empty independency, i.e., with a sequential system. Formally, the category of sequential systems is isomorphic to the category of transition systems, cf. [8] .
Concrete asynchronous systems
Recently, see [10] , Morin has provided a characterization of those asynchronous systems which, up to reachable parts, are isomorphic to mixed products of sequential systems.
Below, several of Morin's results are recalled, but in the framework of categories other than those studied in [10] . We prefer to use the more traditional notion of morphism, cf. [2] , since it is easier to work with when it comes to relate Petri nets to asynchronous systems. Consequently, the class of morphisms introduced in the definition that follows is a subclass of the morphisms recalled in Sect. 2.1.
′ is a partial identity induced by this inclusion, i.e., f Σ (σ) = σ iff σ ∈ Σ ′ , and undefined otherwise.
A morphism of asynchronous systems is rigid iff it is a rigid morphism of the underlying transition systems.
Morin has shown that the category of asynchronous systems with rigid morphisms admits products. For historical reasons the construction is referred to as a mixed product.
Let (A) i∈I , with A i = S i ,ŝ i , Σ i , T i , i , be a family of asynchronous systems.
The mixed product of (A) i∈I , denoted i∈I A i , is an asynchronous system defined as i∈I S i , (ŝ i ) i∈I , i∈I Σ i , T, , where
Thus, a σ-step in the product comes about by a synchronous execution of σ-steps in all components with σ in their alphabets.
The reader should note that when the components of a product are sequential the independence in the product is rather special. Namely, two actions are independent in the product iff they do not occur in the same component.
The following is now immediate, cf. [10] .
Lemma 2 The class of rigid morphisms includes identities, and is closed under composition. In the subcategory of asynchronous systems with rigid morphisms i∈I A i is a categorical product with evident projections.
2
Now, we call an asynchronous system A concrete if there exists a family of sequential asynchronous systems (A i ) i∈I such that reach(A) ≃ reach ( i∈I A i ).
As an example consider two transition systems, qua sequential asynchronous systems, one with transitions p 
−→r
′′ . Then, their mixed product contains unreachable states, both this product and its reachable part are considered concrete, see Fig. 1-3 .
Let A = S,ŝ, Σ, T, be an asynchronous system. For every ∆ ⊆ Σ, a binary relation on S, also denoted by ∆, is defined inductively by:
• p σ −→q and σ / ∈ ∆ implies p ∆ q, and • p σ −→q and r σ −→s and p ∆ r implies q ∆ s. It turns out that (the reachable part of) any mixed product of sequential systems is isomorphic to (the reachable part of) the mixed product of its collapses, cf. [10, Lemma 2.2].
Lemma 3 reach( i∈I
What is more, there is a criterion for deciding when a reachable asynchronous system is concrete, cf. Theorem 2.3 of [10] .
Theorem 4 A reachable asynchronous system A is concrete iff there exists a family M ⊆ Q such that following are satisfied
′ -separability axioms. Hence, one may restrict attention to M that consist of all maximal elements of Q only.
Comparison with elementary transition systems
The theory of concrete asynchronous systems subsumes, in the sense discussed below, the theory of elementary transition systems developed by Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg, and their followers, e.g., cf. [5, 11] . We believe that the results presented below should extend from elementary transition systems to the category of asynchronous systems used for synthesis by Winskel and Nielsen, see [14] .
A region R in a transition system S = S,ŝ, Σ, T is a set of states, R ⊆ S, such that given a transition p σ −→q, the value of χ R (p)−χ R (q) does not depend on p and q, but is a function of σ only. Above, χ R stands for the characteristic function of R. We write R
There is no notation for the third case:
Deterministic and reachable transition system S is elementary if the following conditions are satisfied.
• no loops: p • state-state separation: p = q implies p ∈ R and q / ∈ R, for some region R;
Given a transition system S,ŝ, Σ, T define relation ⊆ Σ × Σ as follows.
Lemma 5 Let S be an elementary transition system. Then S, with defined by (1) , is an asynchronous system. 2
The following provides some insight into the relationship between regions in an elementary transition system and collapses of the asynchronous system it induces.
Lemma 6 Let R be a region in an elementary transition system S. Define a set of actions ∆ = {σ ∈ Σ S | σ
PROOF. Let σ τ and let σ ∈ ∆. Then in the transition system there exist fragments like (1) . Whichever of σ Now, the following is immediate.
Proposition 7
The asynchronous system induced by an elementary transition system is concrete.
PROOF. It remains to verify Morin's separation axioms.
Suppose p = q. Then there exists a region which separates p and q. A clique ∆ induced by this region as in lemma 6 also separates the states.
Take a region R with p / ∈ R and R • σ. Then, the clique ∆ induced by R contains σ and separates p and σ. Indeed, consider q, with q ∆ p. Then, by lemma 6, q / ∈ R. Hence,
The converse to Prop. 7 is not true. Each sequential system A, i.e., asynchronous system with A = ∅, does satisfy Morin's conditions. This is because the entire alphabet of A is a clique of dependent actions, and it generates the trivial equivalence. Hence, for instance a sequential system that performs an action σ twice in a row is concrete. Clearly, it is not elementary.
Labelled safe Petri nets and their products
Morin's result, the already recalled theorem 4, paves the way to a rather simple approach to the problem of synthesis of concurrent behaviours by means of Petri nets. Some additional notions and results required to present the idea have recently been developed by the authors, cf. [3] .
Let ω denote the set of natural numbers. Given a set X, a multiset on X is a function M : X → ω. The set of all multisets on X is denoted µX. Relation M ′ ≤ M, sum M + M ′ and difference M − M ′ of multisets are defined argumentwise, the latter is defined only under proviso M ′ ≤ M. Any subset A of X is identified with a multiset, A : µX, by taking the characteristic function of A. Elements of X are identified with (the characteristic functions of) the singleton subsets of X. Finally, the usual set-theoretic operations can be extended to multisets by taking the argumentwise minimum and maximum for ∩ and ∪, respectively.
′ is a multiset on B × B ′ . By abuse of notation a multirelation β is identified with a (total) function β :
As functions, multirelations are additive, i.e., satisfy
An augmented Petri net is a structure N = B, E, F,M, M where B and E are disjoint sets of places and events, respectively.
is a flow multirelation, but the notation b A labelled safe Petri net is a safe Petri net B, E, F,M, M equipped with additional components: a set Σ of actions and a labelling function ℓ : E → Σ.
In [3] the authors introduced a new notion of a morphism on Petri nets.
•
• β(e A rigid morphism of two labelled Petri nets N = B, E, F,M, M, Σ, ℓ and
is a general morphism β, η of the underlying Petri nets which preserves the labelling in the following sense: ηe is defined iff ℓe ∈ Σ ′ and in this case ℓ ′ (ηe) = ℓe. One can verify that labelled safe Petri nets with rigid morphisms also form a category.
Given a labelled safe Petri net N = B, E, F,M, M, Σ, ℓ its case graph, denoted Cg(N ), is a transition system M,M, Σ, T where T is the least relation
Proposition 9
The case graph construction is a functor from the category of labelled safe Petri nets to the category of transition systems. Moreover, it cuts down to a functor between the subcategories with rigid morphisms. Labelled safe Petri nets with rigid morphisms form a category which admits products, call them also mixed, and the case graph functor does preserve them. We recall the construction of mixed products of Petri nets, cf. [3, Thm. 2].
i∈I be a family of augmented labelled Petri net. Their product equals B, E, F, M, M, Σ, ℓ where
• E is a subset of i∈I (E i ∪ {⊥}) consisting of those e which fulfill
Here ⊥ is a dummy event occurring in none of E i , • b •M = Σ i∈IMi • ℓ : E → Σ is determined uniquely due to the definition of Σ and E.
The place part of the projections are relations transposed to inclusions of B i into B, the event part are partial projections, e → e i provided e i = ⊥.
Proposition 11
The case graph of the mixed product of labelled Petri nets is (rigid isomorphic to) the mixed product of their case graphs. 2
The above proposition is spelled in [3, Prop. 3] for unlabelled nets only. Modifications to labelled nets are relatively straightforward.
Towards a functorial realization of concrete asynchronous systems by means of labelled safe Petri nets
The following notion is central.
Definition 12
We say that a safe labelled net N = B, E, F,M, M, Σ, ℓ is a realization of a concrete asynchronous system A = S, iff
(1) Cg(N ) = S up to rigid isomorphism of transition systems, (2) M ∈ M and M[e 1 +e 2 imply ℓe 1 ℓe 2 , (3) ℓe 1 ℓe 2 implies (
It is important to see that realizations commute with taking products as formalized by the following theorem.
Theorem 13
Let {A i | i ∈ I } be a family of concrete asynchronous systems and let {N i | i ∈ I } be a family of safe labelled nets realizing these asynchronous systems. Then the mixed product of nets, i∈I N i , realizes the product of asynchronous systems, i∈I A i .
PROOF. Denote
We have already established, see Prop. 11, that Cg( i∈I N i ) is rigid isomorphic to the product of Cg(N i ), hence also to i∈I S i .
, where e = (e i ) i∈I , e ′ = (e ′ i ) i∈I , e = e ′ and let ℓe, ℓe
). There is only one i ∈ I such that b ∈ B i , for this i both e i = ⊥ and e ′ i = ⊥ and b ∈ (
Now, consider a reachable concrete asynchronous systems A. Let M be the family of maximal cliques of the dependency relation of A. Our plan to construct a realization of A by means of a labelled safe Petri net is the following procedure.
Factorize A into the family (κ ∆ (A)) ∆∈Å of sequential systems. Then, A ≃ reach ( ∆∈Å κ ∆ (A)). Realize each κ ∆ (A) as a net N ∆ , ∆ ∈ M. Compute ∆∈Å N ∆ , and return reach( ∆∈Å N ∆ ).
The first step has been done by Morin, cf. [10] .
The last step produces a realization of the product of sequential systems, by Theorem 13. So, since the reachable part of a realization is a realization of the reachable part, it follows that we end up with a realization of A.
Thus, all that is left is to explain how to realize a sequential system. Let us just note in passing that if the realization of sequential systems is given as a functor from the category of sequential systems to the category of labelled safe Petri nets, then the procedure described above yields a realization functor from the category of concrete asynchronous systems to the category of labelled safe Petri nets (with rigid morphisms). Thus, thanks to Morin's characterization, the general realization problem has been reduced to the problem of realization of simple sequential behaviours.
In principle, many constructions of a realization of sequential system by means of a labelled Petri net can be envisaged. One could, for instance, disambiguate the occurrences of actions and then use a functorial construction based on regions. This result would be a labelled Petri net saturated with places, and with reachable markings as the distinguished family.
There is insufficient space left to present categorical arguments to support the following observation.
Theorem 14
Any realization functor from sequential systems to labelled safe Petri nets extends to all reachable concrete asynchronous systems.
Here, thanks to general morphisms introduced in [3] , a simple realization functor from sequential systems to labelled safe Petri nets can be presented.
A state machine is a Petri net N = B, E, F,M, M such that M, {
• e | e ∈ E } and {e
• | e ∈ E } all consist of singleton multisets. Clearly, all state machines are safe. The functoriality of the construction hinges on the use of rigid generalized morphisms, cf. [3] . In fact, generalized morphisms were introduced to achieve this functoriality.
Proposition 15 Sm is a realization functor from sequential systems to the category of state machines and rigid morphisms, i.e., Cg(Sm S, ∅ ) = S. 2 Fig. 1-3 demonstrates an example of two simple transition systems, their mixed product, and their realization by means of labelled safe Petri nets. Actually, the example is so simple that the labelling is not really required.
Realization of reactive systems
So far it has been shown how to realize concrete asynchronous systems by means of labelled safe Petri nets. Here, the general problem of realization of reactive systems is addressed.
Usually, the reactive systems are given by means of a specification of the intended behaviour. The specifications most often come from a temporal logic framework. Temporal logics come in many shapes, but one can divide them broadly into two categories: global and local.
Global logics aim at describing the global properties of systems. From the perspective of a global logic the reactive system it describes is nothing else than a transition system. In particular, global temporal logics do not distinguish two systems which differ only in the amount of concurrency put into them.
Local logics, studied for instance by Lodaya, Stirling and Thiagarajan, take the syntactic/topological decomposition of the system seriously. Thus, they are capable of describing the behaviour of one part of the system from the perspective of another part. But, their application presupposes such a decomposition. Thus, the global logics seem more appropriate do define a system.
Given a temporal logic specification one can use tableau method to derive the corresponding synchronization skeleton, cf. [6, 9] , i.e., a transition system that realizes the specification. Thus, we can safely assume that the reactive system is already given in the form of a transition system S = S,ŝ, Σ, T . Now, the task is to find as concurrent a realization as possible. Luckily, there is a way to turn S into maximally concurrent asynchronous system A = S, as follows.
Sadly, the above construction is not functorial, and A obtained in this way is not concrete in general. The problem is best demonstrated by mandala, an example well-known from practice.
Mandala
In distributed environments the well-known mutual exclusion problem occurs very often. In the simplest case the mutual exclusion problem takes the form of mandala.
Suppose there are agents interested in using a resource. It is important for each agent that the resource is not corrupted while it uses it. To guarantee this an agent is prepared to request a permission to use the resource before it starts to use the resource. So, from the perspective of the resource owner, the behaviour of an individual agent could be defined as a CCS-like process:
A ⇐ r.u.A where r and u stand for request and use actions, respectively.
The owner has therefore to come up with a scheduler to make the resource available to the agents. The natural requirements would be that the scheduler should accept the requests at any time, but it should grant the permission on the first-come-first-served basis. The transition system presenting a scheduler to cope with two users is described on Fig. 4 or, equivalently, in the form of mandala, see Fig. 5 .
It is assumed that each agent i, for i = 1, 2, reports its request as action r i and its usage as action u i .
A quick inspection of transition system S 2 reveals that it does not fulfill Ehrenfeucht-Rozenberg separation axioms. First of all, states s and t reached from the initial state after performing r 1 r 2 and r 2 r 1 are different and statestate separation fails. Moreover, the transitions enabled in these two states are also different and the state-event separation fails as well.
Hence, there is no way to realize the system using the regional construction of Ehrenfeucht-Rozenberg. In fact, there in no net with S 2 as its case graph. The proof is simple: whenever M[e 2 M ′ [e 1 M 1 and M[e 1 M ′′ [e 2 M 2 hold in a Petri net, then M 1 = M 2 follows. Hence, the assumption that there exists an unlabelled Petri net N 2 , with Cg(N 2 ) ≃ S 2 leads to a contradiction.
The maximally concurrent asynchronous system built on S 2 is not concrete either. To see that Morin's separation axioms do not hold assume that, say, r 1 u 2 . Then s and u 2 are not separable. Firstly, s− / u 2 −→. Now, consider any ∆ ⊆ {r 1 , u 1 , u 2 , r 1 } with u 2 ∈ ∆ where ∆ is a clique of the dependency relation. Then r 1 / ∈ ∆, by assumption. It follows from the definition of the collaps relation induced by ∆ that s ∆ t. Of course, t A symmetric argument shows that also the other diamond in S 2 cannot be filled with concurency, i.e., we cannot assume r 2 u 1 . Again, the reader would have to perform a little continuous translation on the above scheduler to verify that it is the same as the one studied by Emerson and Clarke.
The problem with mandala persists even now, though. That is, the same argument as before shows the maximally concurrent asynchronous transition system on S 3 is not concrete.
On the other hand, each sequential system is concrete. So, given a transition system S there are maximal concrete asynchronous system with S as its underlying transition system. It has been shown in Sect. 2 that for each concrete asynchronous system a labelled safe Petri net can be found that realizes the system. So, the task to find a concurrent realization of a reactive system can now be simplify. It is enough to find maximally concurrent asynchronous system with the same sequential behaviour as the original reactive system.
It turns out that simple categorical ideas help in developing a systematic method to find such a concrete system. The idea is to use zig-zag morphisms between asynchronous systems.
Given transition systems S and T , a morphisms f : S → T is a zig-zag whenever f Σ is total, and f (p) τ −→r in T implies the existence of σ and q in S such that f Σ (σ) = τ , f S (q) = r and p σ −→q in S.
Thus, as defined above, zig-zag morphisms generalize Park's idea of bisimulation between transition systems. Formally, the image of S in T via f is bisimilar to T . In that sense a move from T to S preserves (up to f ) the sequential bahaviour.
Definition 16 A zig-zag morphism between asynchronous systems is their morphism such that it is a zig-zag of the underlying transition systems.
Asynchronous system A implements A ′ via f , and f is an implementation of A ′ , whenever f : A → A ′ is a zig-zag morphism.
Zig-zag morphisms are closed uder composition, and all identity morphisms are zig-zag's.
If A = S, , then the pair of identities forms a zig-zag from S, ∅ to A. Thus, the sequential system S, ∅ is an implementation of A.
It is easy to see that any such f is a zig-zag, too.
It seems natural to assume that the states are shared by the implementing and the implemented asynchronous systems. Thus, there are basically two orthogonal ways in which an asynchronous system A ′ can implement A via f : A ′ → A.
• split: f glues some actions of A ′ into a single action of A, independency in A is reflected in A ′ ; • concurency reduction: f does not glue any actions, but the independency relation in A ′ is smaller then the one in A.
Then, the less splitting of actions, the smaller loss of independency, the better, i.e., more concurrent, an implementation.
Clearly, the implementation by means of the induced sequential system is of the second type. All other implementations can be seen as compositions of a split implementation followed by a concurrency reducing implementation.
Implementations of the Emerson-Clarke scheduler
With mandala not much can be done, unfortunately. That is, the only implementation of mandala is the sequential one.
In case of Emerson-Clarke scheduler, see Fig. 6 , the situation is better.
By taking the maximal independency relation, r i e j and r i ℓ j for i, j ∈ Fig. 7 . The decomposition of the scheduler with r 2 ∦ e 1 and r 1 ∦ e 2 {0, 1}, i = j, the scheduler becomes a non-concrete asynchronous system.
By implementations involving split of some actions one can obtain a concrete asynchronous system that fulfills separation axioms of Droste-Schortt. In fact, there are several maximal, and hence incomparable ways to achieve this goal. For instance one can choose one of the upper diamonds, say [r 2 , e 1 ], and one of the lower ones, say [r 1 , ℓ 2 ], and then introduce two actions for each of r 2 , e 1 , r 1 and ℓ 2 . Of course, the independence relation has to be adjusted accordingly. The corresponding implementation morphism is an identity on states, glues actions that got splitted, and is an inclusion on independence relation.
Alternatively, one can restrict attention to implementations of the second type only. Thus, the idea is to make the independence relation small enough to ensure that the scheduler fulfills separation axioms of Morin. There is only one way to achieve this goal with as much independency as possible. Namely, one can leave as independent actions r i ℓ j , for i = j. The implementation morphism is an identity of underlying transition systems and an inclusion of the independence relations.
The asynchronous system build in this way fulfills Morin's axioms. Its factorization into sequential systems is depicted on Fig. 7 . Each factor is labelled with a set of actions that are not in its alphabet. The last of four sequential systems is the notorious mandala.
Further work
In this paper several new ideas have been put forward.
Firstly, the problem of synthesis of a Petri net to realize a given concurrent behaviour has been generalized. We have argued that one should work with labelled Petri nets. Secondly, we have shown that thus generalized problem can be solved for the class of concurrent behaviours represented by Morin's concrete asynchronous systems. What is more, we have argued that the solution can be shown to be functorial even when one seeks realizations in the form of a mixed product of state machines.
Finally, it has turned out that the general problem of finding a realization of a reactive behaviour can be approached on the level of asynchronous systems in a systematic way. For that purpose, we have argued, zig-zag morphisms are indispensable.
Of the many interesting problems left unsolved we just want to mention one. Our notion of implementation has been based on strict morphisms, i.e., morphisms with total action relabelling part. In this way the implementation corresponds to the notion of strong bisimulation.
We have grounds to believe that by allowing partial relabellings, and thereby silent actions in the implementing systems, one can achieve more concurrent behaviour.
A similar line of research has been recently initiated by Vogler, cf. [13] .
